FUN IDEAS FROM OUR GWRRA MEMBERS
OCTOBER 2020
WISCONSIN DISTRICT
At a gathering or any event, start the game with a beach ball. On the beach ball you
cover the whole ball with questions. Toss the ball out among the members and
whoever catches the ball answers the question that their left thumb lands on. After
answering the question, they then toss the ball and it is someone else’s turn to catch
the ball. Try to have everyone answer. You can give out small prize to the best
answer.

INDIANA DISTRICT
TV Theme Songs – Good interactive group game. Google and download a bunch of
TV theme songs (both old and new). Have them on a computer (either via a link or
downloaded) at your gathering play a short snip of each song. Have members guess
where the song is from. Winners get mini-candy bars or similar prizes.

LOUISIANA DISTRICT, CHAPTER LA-K
During a Chapter Zoom gathering the Chapter Director asks participants to leave and
came back with a crazy hat. Whoever gets the most votes wins a small prize.
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ILLINOIS DISTRICT CHAPTER-Z
At the end of a monthly social we do a progressive Yatzee game. You pay $1 for 3 rolls and the
game continues until someone rolls a Yatzee to win. The pot grows until Yatzee is rolled. The pot
is split between the winner and the Chapter.

MISSISSIPPI DISTRICT
The MEC Table at the rally gave away Medieval Ducks. In order to receive a duck, a
person has to share a fun thing that their chapter has done. They write down the
activity on a slip of paper. The rides and activities are turned into a Fun Bank for
the District to use.

INDIANA DISTRICT CHAPTER IN-E
Escape Room - Great Rally Draw. Have a room with multiple rally theme puzzles to
solve. Each solved puzzle results in a key or combination to unlock a container
(box, suitcase etc.). The container contains a clue for the next puzzle. Usually
groups of 4-6 work best. Lowest time to solve the puzzle wins with a 30-minute
time limit.

OKLAHOMA DISTRICT CHAPTER OK-J
Bedlam Games - Split members into two teams for competition. First game,
members chew gum to see who can blow the first bubble. Second game, everyone
eats a cracker to see who can whistle first. Third game members pass a donut on a
stick- no hands. The winning team has most wins of all games played.

CALIFORNIA DISTRICT
We have a Chapter whose Mascot is a “Shark of Shame Hat”. We donate a dollar to
nominate someone at our gathering to receive the “Hat’, which is blue with shark
teeth. The member with the most votes wears the hat for a photo each month in
our newsletter. Sometimes more than one person is nominated and raises money
for our treasury. It is always a good laugh and is lots of fun.
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KENTUCKY DISTRICT
A chapter fall color ride ends at an apple orchard. Members take a
walk through the corn maze and look for a special item stuck in the
middle somewhere. Whoever finds it will get some wonderful crazy
prize. Just imagine the wonderful scents of all the apple items you can
purchase…pies, apples, candles etc.

ARKANSAS DISTRICT CHAPTER AR-F, FT SMITH
We do a “Luck of the Draw” dinner ride once a month, where we meet at a
designated start location and everyone puts a slip of paper in a hat that
contains the name of a restaurant they would like to go to. One paper is
drawn and we go to that destination.

INDIANA DISTRICT
Progressive Chapter Ride - Pick a part of the state and visit each town
having a Chapter. Each Chapter is responsible for creating the ride to
the next Chapter. It is a chance to show sights and back roads other
members might not be aware of. Members can start and stop
whenever they wanted. Departure location and times are published.

We hope you have enjoyed reading the activities and rides in this
Newsletter.
Please feel free to send your FUN ideas so we can share with others
in upcoming newsletters.
Send pictures and suggestions to: mepgwrra.se@gmail.com
See you next month. Stay safe.
Editor: Joan Partigianoni

